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displayed by manipulator-like haptic devices. Vibrations are
by nature a scalar field and may be distributed widely over
RELATED APPLICATION
the surface of the skin. The amplitude and frequency are
noticeable but not the direction. The most difficult to display
This document claims priority to and the benefit of the
5 are small shapes, for which arrays of stimulators are necesfiling date of co-pending commonly assigned Provisional
sary. To achieve both kinesthetic and tactile sensations
Application entitled, "DIGITAL CLAY FOR SHAPE
simultaneously the combination of a haptic manipulator and
INPUT TO AND DISPLAY FROM A COMPUTER," filed
a tactile array is currently required.
Jun. 8, 2001, and accorded Ser. No. 60/296,938. The foreA stylus grasped by a user is one way to explore a haptic
going pending provisional application is hereby incorpo10 environment in a pointwise fashion. If the stylus is attached
rated herein by reference in its entirety.
to a manipulator, interaction forces can be generated which
represent interaction of the stylus with a virtual world.
TECHNICAL FIELD
Available pointwise haptic displays allow forces and
The present invention is generally related to haptic intermoments to be fed back to the user in two to six degrees of
face devices and, more particularly, is related to a system 15 freedom and are well suited to provide the kinesthetic
and method for controlling the shape of and/or for receiving
portion of a haptic experience. Haptic mice enable the user
information pertaining to a surface and/or a volume of a
to feel the transition of the cursor between different regions
digital clay device.
of the screen. These haptic manipulators open new possibilities of interfacing, but are comparable to displaying a
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
20 picture to a viewer one pixel at a time. Haptic manipulators
must provide spatial relationships only through temporal
Significant prior research has been performed in the area
sequencing, greatly compromising their efficiency. Sample
of haptic interfaces. Several haptic-based interaction sysrates of 1000 Hz are typical with forces controlled at 30 Hz
tems have been developed and used for a variety of
or more for adequate display of features such as a breast
applications, including molecular dynamics simulation and
steering, manipulation of nano-materials, surgical training, 25 tumor.
virtual prototyping, and digital sculpting.
It is necessary to provide a totally synthetic view of the
Early haptic interface systems utilized a robot arm, both
hand in the environment if haptics are coordinated with
as a six degree-of-freedom input device as well as a force
vision. Viewing the stylus and its device provides no supfeedback output device, providing the user with a tactile
porting optical illusion. Another disadvantage of the numerperception of molecular forces and torques. Since then, 30 ous devices is that the ratio of the smallest to the largest
displayable force is difficult to expand. When the hand
alternative force-feedback devices with multiple degrees of
freedom have been proposed. These approaches provide an
should be moving unimpeded, it still must exert a force to
move the device forward. This problem has been only
intuitive interface for the manipulation of rigid bodies
subjected to inertial, contact, or other forces. They are,
partially overcome by utilizing a servomechanism based on
however, significantly less convenient for sensing and alter- 35 the position of the hand to avoid contact (i.e., achieve 0
force) except when contact should be displayed.
ing the shape of curves and surfaces.
These haptic devices and techniques focus on force
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
feedback, which assists the user in gauging the effort
required to be exerted on the surface in order to achieve the
The present invention provides a system and method for
40
desired shape alteration. This approach may also be used to
controlling the surface and/or volume of a digital clay
provide information about the stiffness or density of the
device. Briefly described, in architecture, one embodiment is
surface. In addition, such haptic approaches have been
a method comprising the following steps: determining a
applied to the exploration of a field in a volume or even of
desired position of a skeleton structure portion residing in
fluid dynamics. However, these approaches do not provide
45 the digital clay device, determining a volumetric change of
sufficient tactile feedback regarding the shape of the surface.
a fluid residing in a bladder, the determined volumetric
Running the tip of a computer cursor over the virtual
change corresponding to the determined desired position of
surface has been suggested as a means for "haptic surface
the skeleton structure portion, opening a micro-electro
rendering" and have been extended to real-time detection of
mechanical systems (MEMS) valve so that the fluid flows
contacts when manipulating an object with six degrees of 50 through the MEMS valve thereby causing the determined
freedom. The contact forces may be computed using the
volumetric change of the fluid residing in the bladder, and
concept of "virtual proxy".
adjusting a position of the skeleton structure portion correSuch approaches, based on exploration of a surface with
sponding to the desired position of the skeleton structure
the tip or side of a stylus, produce forces that would result
portion, the position adjustment caused by a force generated
from contact, palpation, or stroking actions. These forces 55 by the bladder on the skeleton structure portion when the
volume of the bladder changes in response to the determined
may reveal surface anomalies or attract the attention of the
designer to small, high-spatial-frequency features that may
volumetric change of the fluid residing in the bladder.
have been more difficult to detect visually. However, stylusAnother embodiment of the invention is a method combased approaches are far from exploiting the natural ability
prising the following steps: determining an initial position of
of a designer to feel a surface by touching it with a wider 60 a skeleton structure portion residing in the digital clay
area of the hand.
device, sensing a pressure change in a bladder, the pressure
change corresponding to an external force applied to an
Interfaces involving touch have used gloves, manipulators
exterior portion of the digital clay device, opening a microcontrolling a stylus held by the hand, and arrays of actuators
electro mechanical systems (MEMS) valve in response to
to depict a surface. They attempt to supply sensations
received through our various touch and kinesthetic 65 the sensed pressure change such that fluid residing in the
receptors, often broken into several regimes. Vector macro
bladder exits the bladder, sensing flow of the fluid through
forces are at the gross end of that scale and are readily
the MEMS valve, closing the MEMS valve when the sensed
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pressure is reduced to at least a predefined value, the reduced
sculpting, interpreting and/or understanding complex data
pressure resulting from the exit of fluid from the bladder,
and the relation between geometrical features. Also, many in
such that flow of the fluid through the MEMS valve stops,
our society depend on touch as a substitute for sight and are
determining a volumetric change in the fluid from the sensed
increasingly disenfranchised in visually dominated elecflow after the MEMS valve is closed, and determining a 5 tronic communication in school and in everyday life. An
effective means to specify (input) and display shapes to/from
change in the position of the skeleton structure portion based
upon the determined volumetric change.
the computer is provided by the present invention, a digital
clay device.
Another embodiment of the invention comprises a proNatural clay is ideally a continuous medium. That is, it
cessor system and a plurality of cells, each one of the
plurality of cells further comprising at least one bladder, the 10 ideally has infinite resolution. Although digital clay is actubladder configured to hold a bladder fluid, at least one
ally spatially discrete, with respect to human perception, the
micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS) valve, the valve
micro-sized nature of an individual cell of the digital clay
device achieves a virtual infinite resolution with respect to
controlled by the processor system, and at least one sensor
human visual and tactile perception. Thus, digital clay, in
coupled to the MEMS valve, the sensor configured to sense
flow of a fluid through the MEMS valve such that a 15 one embodiment, has a texture and feel similar to natural
volumetric change in the bladder fluid is determinable by the
clay.
processor system.
One embodiment of a digital clay device is a distributed
Other systems, methods, features, and advantages of the
input/display device whose surface and/or volume can-be
present invention will be or become apparent to one with
shaped by a human user and immediately acquired by a
skill in the art upon examination of the following drawings 20 processing system. Or, the surface and/or volume can be
and detailed description. It is intended that all such addishaped by the processing system for the human to examine.
tional systems, methods, features, and advantages be
Like ordinary clay, digital clay allows a surface or volume
included within this description, be within the scope of the
to be touched, reshaped with pressure and seen by the user
present invention, and be protected by the accompanying
in true three-dimensional form. Unlike ordinary clay, digital
25 clay also provides parameters to the processing system that
claims.
will represent the shape for the surface and/or volume to the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
processing system for further analysis, storage, replication,
communication and/or modification. Accordingly, digital
The components in the drawings are not necessarily to
scale relative to each other. Like reference numerals desig- 30 clay allows the processing system to command its shape
and/or volume, providing two-way communication between
nate corresponding parts throughout the several views.
the processing system and the user.
FIG. lA is a block diagram of a table top embodiment of
The digital clay employs a fluid flow from a plurality of
a digital clay device according to the present invention.
micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS) valves to and
FIG. lB is a block diagram of a hand held embodiment of
from a large array of bladders. In one embodiment, the
a digital clay device according to the present invention.
35
bladder array allows any variety of shapes (surface or
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a cell.
volume) for a parallel-actuated structure covered with an
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an alternative embodiment of
elastomeric external skin. Stereolithography enables the
a cell.
efficient production of the actuated structure. Measurement
FIGS. 4A-G illustrate exemplary cell bladders and/or
by sensors coupled to the MEMS valves allows feedback
40
skeleton structure embodiments.
control of the MEMS valves, thereby enabling the processFIGS. 5 and 6 are flowcharts illustrating processes used
ing system to read or command the shape of the digital clay
by an embodiment of the digital clay device to adjust the
device.
position of a skeleton structure portion.
When operating in a mode of controlling a shape and/or
FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating processes used by an 45 volume, the surface and/or volume of the digital clay is
embodiment of the digital clay device to sense the position
extended (or retracted) by the processing system controlled
of a skeleton structure portion.
array of MEMS valves that allow pressurized fluid to flow
into a massively parallel-actuated structure having bladders
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
and a skeleton, thereby selectively extending (or retracting)
The present invention provides a system and method for 50 selected portions of the surface and/or volume. The MEMS
valves, in one embodiment, are located on a backplate and
controlling the shape of and/or for receiving information
fluid is "piped" into the bladders, as described herein accordpertaining to a surface, or a volume, or both, of a digital clay
ing to the present invention. MEMS valves move microdevice. When operating in one mode, the surface or volume
scopically to allow fluid flow into/from a controlled bladder.
is detected and determined by the present invention, a digital
clay device, as described herein, such that a processing 55 Bladder fluid changes cause macroscopic displacements in
the surface or volume of the digital clay device. With
system embodiment digitally computes attributes relating to
coordination of numerous MEMS valves, the characteristics
a state of the digital clay device surface and/or volume.
of the digital clay surface or volume is controlled.
When the present invention is operating in a shape and/or
volume controlling mode, the processing system embodiWhen operating in a mode of detecting and determining
ment digitally computes desired attributes relating to the 60 a shape and/or volume, a user applies an external force to the
surface, or volume, or both, and instructs the digital clay
surface and/or volume of the digital clay device. Fluid is
device to deform to the desired attributes. Determination of
expelled from the bladders and through an array of MEMS
attributes of the digital clay device surface and/or volume,
valves. Shaping digital clay is fundamentally a removal
and/or control of the digital clay device surface and/or
and/or relocation process. Embedded sensors coupled to the
volume, may be done statically or dynamically.
65 MEMS valves allow actuator displacement and/or other
In engineering, art, science, medicine and/or
parameters to be sensed directly, or computed from, sensed
communication, shape is a key feature for product design,
values. Accordingly, the sensors detect fluid changes in the
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bladders. Thus, when a force is applied to the digital clay
surface, the MEMS valves are selectively allowed to open to
avoid singular conditions internal to the digital clay.
A first digital clay embodiment is a "chunk of clay" that
sits on a table top. Another embodiment is held by a user.
Applications for the table top embodiment include, but are
not limited to, terrain models, conceptual shape models of
engineered products (e.g., cars), styling models for architecture and industrial design, and artistic sculpture. For the
user held embodiment, applications include, but are not
limited to, animation/claymation characters, conceptual
design models of hand-held engineered devices, toys, and
medical models of organs (shape and "feel" of one or more
organs).
FIG. lA is a block diagram of a table top embodiment of
a digital clay device 100 according to the present invention.
The digital clay device includes a backplate 102, a plurality
of cells 104 configured into a predetermined threedimensional cell array 106, a digital clay surface 108, and a
processing system 110. For convenience, only a portion of
the backplate 102, digital clay array 106 and digital clay
surface 108 is illustrated in FIG. lA. The shape, size,
elasticity and texture of the digital clay surface 108 can be
selected to suit a particular embodiment.
Processing system 110 is illustrated for convenience as
having at least a processor unit 112, a monitor 114 and a
keyboard 116. Processing system 110 controls the execution
of a program, described herein, employed by the present
invention. It is understood that any suitable processor system 110 may be employed in various embodiments of a
digital clay device. Processing system 110 may be a specially designed and/or fabricated processing system, or a
commercially available processing system. Non-limiting
examples of commercially available processor systems
include, but are not limited to, an 80x86 or Pentium series
microprocessor from Intel Corporation, U.S.A., a PowerPC
microprocessor from IBM, a Spare microprocessor from
Sun Microsystems, Inc., a PA-RISC series microprocessor
from Hewlett-Packard Company, or a 68xxx series microprocessor from Motorola Corporation.
Processing system 110 is coupled to a plurality of MEMS
valves and sensors of each cell 104, as described in greater
detail below, via connection 118. Connection 118, for
convenience, is illustrated as a single connection. However,
it is understood that connection 118 includes internally a
plurality of connections, thereby providing connectivity
between processor system 110 and other discrete devices
such as the MEMS valves, sensors, or a suitable interface
bus residing in the backplate 102.
In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. lA, movement of
the digital clay surface 108 is along one axis of movement,
namely up or down, based upon the orientation of the digital
clay surface 108 as illustrated in FIG. lA. It is understood
that the digital clay surface 108 may be oriented in any
desirable manner.
The cell array 106 includes a plurality of columns of cells
120, 122, 124 through 126. Cells 120, 122, 124 through 126
each include a bladder configured to hold a fluid and a
skeleton configured to direct forces associated with changes
in volume of the bladder, as described in greater detail
below. The bottom of cell 120 is supported by a portion of
the backplate 102. Cells 122, 124 through 126 are stacked on
top of cell 120. Cell 126, the top cell of a column of cells
(comprised of a plurality of cells) is in contact with a
skeleton structure portion 128, described in greater detail
below. The skeleton structure portion 128 is in contact with
the digital clay surface 108.

When fluid is added to one or more of the plurality cells
120, 122, 124 through 126, the skeleton structure portion
128 of the digital clay surface 108 is moved upwards in the
direction illustrated by arrow 130. When fluid is removed
from one or more of the cells 120, 122, 124 through 126, the
skeleton structure portion 128 in contact with the digital clay
surface 108 is moved downwards in the direction illustrated
by arrow 130. Accordingly, it is understood that the position
of the skeleton structure portion 128 is controlled by adding
or removing fluid in the cells 120, 122, 124 through 126.
Furthermore, it is understood that the position of the skeleton structure portion 128 is determined by determining the
amount of fluid in the cells 120, 122, 124 through 126.
Adding, removing and determining the amount of fluid in
the cells 120, 122, 124 through 126 according to the present
invention is described in greater detail below.
It is understood that the cell array 106 is comprised of a
plurality of columns of cells. The top cell of each column of
cells is in contact with a portion of the digital clay surface
108. Thus, the position of any individual portion of the
digital clay surface 108 is determinable and/or controllable
since the amount of fluid in each one of the cells in a cell
column is determinable and/or controllable. Accordingly, it
is further understood that the shape, position and contours of
the entire digital clay surface 108 is determinable and/or
controllable since the individual portions of the digital clay
surface 108 are determinable and/or controllable by its
respective cell column.
FIG. lB is a block diagram of a hand held embodiment of
a digital clay device 140 according to the present invention.
Processor system 110 controls the digital clay device 140 as
described herein. Digital clay device 140 includes a matrix
of cells 142, each cell having bladders and a skeleton
structure as described herein. The matrix of cells 142
extends out to the digital clay surface 144. The shape, size,
elasticity and texture of the digital clay surface 144 can be
selected to suit a particular embodiment. For convenience, a
portion of the digital clay surface 144 is illustrated as being
cut away to show an interior region 146 of the digital clay
device 140.
For each portion of the digital clay surface 144, a cell
portion 148 of a cell 150 is in contact with the portion of the
digital clay surface 144. Thus, position of the portion of the
digital clay surface 144 is determinable and/or controllable
according to the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a cell 200.
Cell 200 includes a bladder 202, a skeleton structure portion
204, MEMS valves 206 and 208, sensors 210 and 212, pipes
214 and 216, and a portion 218 of backplate 102. MEMS
valves 206 and 208, and sensors 210 and 212, are fabricated/
mounted on or into the portion 218 of backplate 102. Sensor
210, coupled to MEMS valve 206 via connection 220, is
configured to sense information corresponding to the
amount of fluid passing through MEMS valve 206.
Similarly, sensor 212, coupled to MEMS valve 208 via
connection 222, is configured to sense information corresponding to the amount of fluid passing through MEMS
valve 208.
MEMS valve 206 is coupled to high pressure reservoir
224 via a channel 226 and a pipe 228. Channel 226 is
fabricated into backplate 102 and is coupled to MEMS valve
206. Channel 226, pipe 228, MEMS valve 206 and pipe 214
communicate fluid from the high pressure reservoir 224 to
the bladder 202 when MEMS valve 206 is open.
Accordingly, it is understood that pressure of bladder 202 is
less than the pressure of the high pressure reservoir 224. In
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bladder 202. The information from the sensor is communian alternative embodiment, high pressure reservoir 224 is
cated to processor system 110 such that the processor system
directly coupled to channel 226 such that pipe 228 is
understands that an external force is being exerted on the
omitted.
digital clay surface, and that it is desirable to remove (or
Similarly, MEMS valve 208 is coupled to low pressure
add) fluid from the bladder 202 such that the digital clay
5
reservoir 230 via a channel 232 and a pipe 234. Channel 232
deforms in accordance with the applied external force.
is fabricated into backplate 102 and is coupled to MEMS
Accordingly, processor system 110 communicates a suitable
valve 208. Channel 232, pipe 234, MEMS valve 208 and
signal to MEMS valve 208 such that the MEMS valve 208
pipe 216 communicate fluid from the bladder 202 to the low
opens, thereby allowing fluid to exit from the bladder 202.
pressure reservoir 230 when MEMS valve 208 is open.
Or, processor system 110 communicates a suitable signal to
Accordingly, it is understood that pressure of bladder 202 is 10 MEMS valve 206 such that the MEMS valve 206 opens,
greater than the pressure of the low pressure reservoir 230.
thereby allowing fluid to enter into the bladder 202. When
In an alternative embodiment, low pressure reservoir 230 is
the sensor 210, sensor 212 or other suitable sensor detects a
directly coupled to channel 232 such that pipe 234 is
return of bladder pressure to a predetermined value and/or
omitted.
pressure change, and such corresponding information is
For convenience, an optional bus 238 is illustrated as 15 communicated to processor system 110, a suitable control
providing connectivity between connection 118 and connecsignal is communicated such that the opened MEMS valve
tions 238, 240, 242 and 244. In one embodiment, a second
208 or 206 is closed.
processor system 246 is coupled to bus 238, via connection
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an alternative embodiment of
248, to facilitate management of communication of control
a
cell
300. Cell 300 includes a bladder 302, a skeleton 304,
signals and/or information between processor system 110 20 a two-way MEMS valve 306, a sensor 308, a pipe 310, and
and MEMS valves 206 and 208, and sensors 210 and 212.
a portion 312 of backplate 102. MEMS valve 306 and sensor
The bus 238 and/or the second processing unit 246 may be
308 are fabricated/mounted on or into the portion 312 of
fabricated into the backplate 102 or reside as an external
backplate 102. Sensor 308, coupled to MEMS valve 306 via
component, depending upon the embodiment. In another
connection 314, is configured to sense information corre25
embodiment, the second processor 246 is omitted such that
sponding to the amount of fluid passing through MEMS
MEMS valves 206 and 208, and sensors 210 and 212, are in
valve 306.
direct communication with the processor system 110.
MEMS valve 306 is coupled to high pressure reservoir
Similarly, in another embodiment, bus 238 is omitted such
224 via a channel 226 and a pipe 228. Channel 226 is
that MEMS valves 206 and 208, and sensors 210 and 212,
fabricated into backplate 102 and is coupled to MEMS valve
are in direct communication with the processor system 110 30 306. Channel 226, pipe 228, MEMS valve 306 and pipe 310
(and/or the second processor system 246 if included).
communicate fluid from the high pressure reservoir 224 into
Accordingly, when the bladder 202 is to be expanded
the bladder 302 when MEMS valve 306 is open in a first
(increase volume), a suitable control signal is communicated
position. Accordingly, it is understood that pressure of
by processor system 110 to MEMS valve 206, thereby 35 bladder 302 is less than the pressure of the high pressure
causing MEMS valve 206 to open. Sensor 210 senses the
reservoir 224. In an alternative embodiment, high pressure
volume of fluid passing through MEMS valve 206 and
reservoir 224 is directly coupled to channel 226 such that
communicates the information to processor system 110.
pipe 228 is omitted.
When a desired amount of fluid is transported into bladder
Similarly, MEMS valve 306 is coupled to low pressure
202, a suitable control signal is communicated by processor 40 reservoir 230 via a channel 232 and a pipe 234. Channel 232
system 110 to MEMS valve 206, thereby causing MEMS
is fabricated into backplate 102 and is coupled to MEMS
valve 208 to close. As described above, expansion of bladder
valve 306. Channel 232, pipe 234, MEMS valve 306 and
202 when fluid is added causes an associated force to be
pipe 310 communicate fluid from the bladder 302 to the low
exerted such that the moveable portions 250 of the bladder
pressure reservoir 230 when MEMS valve 306 is open in a
202 causes a portion of the digital clay surface to move in 45 second position. Accordingly, it is understood that pressure
a controlled direction.
of bladder 302 is greater than the pressure of the low
Similarly, when the bladder 202 is retracted (decrease
pressure reservoir 230. In an alternative embodiment, low
volume), a suitable control signal is communicated by
pressure reservoir 230 is directly coupled to channel 232
processor system 110 to MEMS valve 208, thereby causing
such that pipe 234 is omitted.
MEMS valve 208 to open. Sensor 212 senses the volume of 5 0
For convenience, an optional bus 238 is illustrated as
fluid passing through MEMS valve 208 and communicates
providing connectivity between connection 118 and connecthe information to processor system 110. When a desired
tions 316 and 318. In another embodiment, a second proamount of fluid is transported from bladder 202, a suitable
cessor system 246 is coupled to bus 238, via connection 248,
control signal is communicated by processor system 110 to
to facilitate management of communication of control sigMEMS valve 208, thereby causing MEMS valve 208 to 55 nals and/or information between processor system 110 and
close. As described above, retraction of bladder 202 when
MEMS valve 306 and sensor 308. The bus 238 and/or the
fluid is removed causes an associated force to be exerted
second processing unit 246 may be fabricated into the
such that moveable portion 250 of the bladder 202 causes a
backplate 102 or reside as an external component, dependportion of the digital clay surface to move in a controlled
ing upon the embodiment. In another embodiment, the
direction.
60 second processor 246 is omitted such that MEMS valve 306
and sensor 308 are in direct communication with the proFurthermore, an external force may be exerted on the
cessor system 110. Similarly, in another embodiment, bus
moveable portion 250 of bladder 202, via a skeleton struc238 is omitted such that MEMS valve 306 and sensor 308
ture portion 204, thereby increasing pressure in bladder 202.
are in direct communication with the processor system 110
For example, a user may squeeze the digital clay surface,
thereby causing an external pressure on the moveable por- 65 (and/or the second processor system 246 if included).
Accordingly, when the bladder 302 is expanded (increase
tion 250 of bladder 202. Sensor 210, sensor 212 or another
suitable sensor (not shown) detects the change in pressure of
volume), a suitable control signal is communicated by
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processor system 110 to MEMS valve 306, thereby causing
For convenience, sensors 210, 212 and 308 (FIGS. 2 and
MEMS valve 306 to open in the first position. Sensor 308
3) are illustrated and described above as a generalized,
non-specific type of sensor. Any suitable sensor may be used
senses the volume of fluid passing through MEMS valve 306
and communicates the information to processor system 110.
that provides information such that the changes in bladder
When a desired amount of fluid is transported into bladder 5 fluid volume are determinable. In one embodiment, a sensor
is configured to directly measure the fluid volume flow
302, a suitable control signal is communicated by processor
through a MEMS valve. In another embodiment, a sensor is
system 110 to MEMS valve 306, thereby causing MEMS
valve 306 to close. As described above, expansion of bladder
configured to directly measure fluid flow rate through a
302 when fluid is added causes an associated force to be
MEMS valve. With this sensor, the change in fluid volume
exerted such that the moveable portions 320 of the bladder 10 is determined by the integral of the sensed fluid flow rates
302 causes a portion of the digital clay surface to move in
during the time that the MEMS valve is open. In yet another
a controlled direction.
embodiment, a sensor is configured to directly measure
pressure differences across a MEMS valve. With this sensor,
Similarly, when the bladder 302 is retracted (decrease
the change in fluid volume is determined by the integral of
volume), a suitable control signal is communicated by
processor system 110 to MEMS valve 306, thereby causing 15 the sensed pressure difference to compute a flow rate during
the time that the MEMS valve is open. Other embodiments
MEMS valve 306 to open in a second position. Sensor 308
employ other suitable sensors.
senses the volume of fluid passing through MEMS valve 306
Skeleton structure portions 204 (FIG. 2) and 304 (FIG. 3)
and communicates the information to processor system 110.
are comprised of at least one rigid skeleton portion. The rigid
When a desired amount of fluid is transported from bladder
302, a suitable control signal is communicated by processor 20 portion of the skeleton structure portions 204 and 304
restrain movement of the bladders 202 (FIG. 2) and 302
system 110 to MEMS valve 306, thereby causing MEMS
(FIG. 3) when the portions of the bladders 202 and 302 are
valve 306 to close. As described above, retraction of bladder
in contact with the rigid portions of the skeleton structure
302 when fluid is removed causes an associated force to be
portions 204 and 304. Thus, the bladders 202 and 302 move
exerted such that moveable portion 320 of the bladder 302
causes a portion of the digital clay surface to move in a 25 within the skeleton in the unrestrained direction(s) as fluid is
removed from or added to the bladders 202 and 302. That is,
controlled direction.
skeleton structure portions 204 and/or 304 constrain moveFurthermore, an external force may be exerted on the
ment of the bladders 202 and 302 to a desired direction(s)
moveable portion 320 of bladder 302, thereby increasing
when the volume of the bladders 202 and 302 is changed.
pressure in bladder 302. For example, a user may squeeze
30
In the digital clay device, the skeleton structure portions
the digital clay surface, thereby causing an external pressure
are selectively coupled together. Coupling may be either
on the moveable portion 320 of bladder 302. Sensor 308 or
rigidly or flexibly. That is, flexible joints or hinges may be
another suitable sensor (not shown) detects the change in
used to couple the skeleton structure portions. Accordingly,
pressure of bladder 302. The information from the sensor
it is understood that a skeleton having a plurality of skeleton
308 is communicated to processor system 110 such that the
35
structure portions is used to provide a skeleton that moves in
processor system understands that an external force is being
a predictable manner. And, the position of the individual
exerted on the digital clay surface, and that it is desirable to
skeleton portions define the shape of the skeleton. Moveremove (or add) fluid from the bladder 302 such that the
ment of the skeleton is definable by changes in the position
digital clay deforms in accordance with the applied external
of skeleton members.
force. Fluid would be added to bladder 302 when bladder
40
pressure decreases, and removed from bladder 302 when
Various control signals and information signals commubladder pressure increases. Accordingly, processor system
nicated from and/or to processor system 110 are processed
110 communicates a suitable signal to MEMS valve 306
by the digital clay logic 252 residing in the processor system
such that the MEMS valve 306 opens, thereby allowing fluid
110. If a second processor system 246 is employed to
to exit from the bladder 302. Or, processor system 110
coordinate
communication of signals, and/or generate con45
communicates a suitable signal to MEMS valve 306 such
trol signals, as described herein, a portion of the digital clay
that the MEMS valve 306 opens, thereby allowing fluid to
logic 252 may reside in the second processor system 246.
enter into the bladder 302. When the sensor 308 or other
Another embodiment of a MEMS valve is configured to
suitable sensor detects a return of bladder pressure to a
open when a pressure differential across the MEMS valve
predetermined value and/or pressure change, and such cor50 exceeds a predetermined pressure difference. The MEMS
responding information is communicated to processor sysvalve, in one embodiment, is controlled mechanically by the
tem 110, a suitable control signal is communicated such that
pressure difference. In another embodiment, the MEMS
the opened MEMS valve 306 is closed.
valve is controlled electronically based upon sensed pressure
In alternative embodiments, the second processor system
differences. Accordingly, if an external force applied to a
246 (FIGS. 2 and 3) is configured to receive general instruc- 55 bladder increases bladder pressure, and the resultant prestions relating to the control of individual bladders and/or
sure difference exceeds the predefined pressure difference,
bladder units from processor system 110. The second prothe MEMS valve opens to allow fluid to flow from the
cessor system 246 then determines and communicates suitbladder to the low pressure reservoir 230. Similarly, if an
able control signals to individual MEMS valves to add or
external force applied to a bladder decreases bladder
remove fluids from individual bladders.
60 pressure, and the resultant pressure difference exceeds the
predefined pressure difference, the MEMS valve opens to
Furthermore, in another embodiment, the second procesallow fluid to flow from the high pressure reservoir 224 into
sor system 246 is configured to receive information from
the bladder.
individual sensors and to determine changes in fluid volumes in the corresponding individual bladders. CorrespondFurthermore, rate of change information in the bladder
ing changes in position of the skeleton structure portions, as 65 pressures, generated by external forces, may be determined.
This determined rate of pressure change allows determinadescribed in greater detail below, is determined and communicated to the processor system 110.
tion of the rate of change of the skeleton portions, and
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accordingly, allows determination of the rate of change of
bladder 402 and skeleton structure portion 404 may have a
plurality of fiat sides, such as a triangle, square, hexagon or
the digital clay device surface.
other suitable multiple sided shape to facilitate the fabricaFIG. 4A illustrates an exemplary cell bladder 402 and
tion of a cell matrix having a plurality of adjacent cells
skeleton structure portion 404 embodiment. For
convenience, bladder 402 is illustrated as a cylindrical 5 (bladders 402, skeleton structure portions 404 and associated components). Furthermore, portions of the simplified
shape. Two pipes 214 and 216 (see also FIG. 2) are illusbladder 402 and/or skeleton structure portion 404 may be
trated. As described above, pipes 214 and 216 provide for
curvilinear.
the transfer of fluid into and out of the cell 402, as described
Also, it is understood that a unitary body skeleton 422
above for cell 200 (FIG. 2). For convenience, skeleton
structure portion 404 is illustrated as being shaped as a tube. 10 configured to kinematically restrain movement of a plurality
Skeleton structure portion 404 includes an outer wall 406
of bladders may be constructed. FIG. 4B illustrates one such
and an inner wall 408. The diameter of the inner wall 408 is
embodiment, wherein the skeleton 422 is configured to
approximately the same diameter of the bladder 402. For
restrain many bladders (not shown) residing in cavities 424.
Thus, individual walls 426 of the skeleton 422 restrain
illustrative purposes, a portion of the skeleton structure
portion 404 is illustrated as having a cut-away section 410. 15 multiple bladders.
(Accordingly, non visible portions of the bladder 402 and the
With the simplified bladder 402 and skeleton structure
skeleton structure portion 404 are denoted with dashed
portion 404, and their associated components, as described
lines.)
above and illustrated in FIG. 4A, range of movement of the
skeleton structure portion 420 afforded by the movement of
Thus, as fluid is added to bladder 402, the portion 412 of
bladder 402 in contact with the inner wall 408 is kinemati- 20 the top surface 414 is ultimately limited by the maximum
volume of fluid that can be added to or removed from
cally constrained from moving in an outward direction
(normal to the inner wall 408). Thus, as the bladder expands,
bladder 402. When bladder 402 and skeleton structure
the top surface 414 of bladder 402 moves in an upward
portion 404 are fabricated using micro technologies
direction (assuming that the bottom of bladder 402 is
described herein, the range of movement provided by a
constrained), as indicated by the arrow 416. Similarly, as the 25 single bladder 402 is not perceptible by a user of the digital
bladder deflates, the top surface 414 of bladder 402 moves
clay device.
in a downward direction (assuming that the bottom of
FIG. 4C illustrates an embodiment of a bladder unit 430
bladder 402 is constrained), as indicated by the arrow 416.
employing a plurality of stacked bladders 432A-D. It is
Top surface 414 is illustrated as being in contact with a 30 understood that the stacked bladders 432A-D are illustrated
for convenience as being shaped in a cylindrical form,
member 418. Member 418 is illustrated as being in contact
similar to bladder 402 (FIG. 4A). Accordingly, bladders
with a skeleton structure portion 420. Thus, movement of the
432A-D are configured to fit together within the skeleton
top surface 414 in the upward direction (when fluid is added
structure portion 404 (FIG. 4A) to form bladder unit 430.
into bladder 402) causes the skeleton structure portion 420
to move upward by a corresponding amount. Similarly, 35 Thus, the total range of movement that may be imparted
onto the skeleton structure portion 420 equals the sum of the
movement of the top surface 414 in the downward direction
individual range of motion for each one of the bladders
(when fluid is removed from bladder 402) causes the skel432A-D. It is understood that any desirable number of
eton structure portion 420 to move downward by a correbladders may be used in a bladder unit. Furthermore, it is
sponding amount.
The simplified bladder 402 and skeleton structure portion 40 understood that bladders 432A-D may be shaped to fit
within any type of skeleton. For example, but not limited to,
404, and their associated components, as described above
the bladders 432A-D could be shaped so as to reside in one
and illustrated in FIG. 4A, demonstrate selected aspects of
of the cavities 424 of skeleton 422 (FIG. 4B).
the present invention. That is, movement of a bladder within
Also, the bladders 432A-D are illustrated as employing a
a separate skeleton can control movement of a remote
surface. Furthermore, for simplicity, a member 418 was used 45 single pipe 310 configured to transfer fluid into or out of its
respective bladder, as described above in the embodiment
to illustrate one possible way to couple the skeleton structure
illustrated in FIG. 3. Thus, it is understood that for any of the
portion 420 to the bladder 402. Alternative embodiments
bladder embodiments, skeleton embodiments and/or commay use multiple members coupled to a plurality of digital
bined bladder-skeleton embodiments described herein, that
clay surface portions. Or, the top surface 414 may be in
direct contact with the skeleton structure portion 420 50 fluids may be transferred into or removed from using the
embodiments described in FIGS. 2 and/or 3.
(assuming that the skeleton structure portion 404 is configured appropriately). Also, the member 418 is illustrated as
Skeleton structure portions 204 (FIG. 2) and 304 (FIG. 3),
representing a dowel, rod, bar of the like. It is understood
and bladders 202 and 302, respectively, are illustrated for
that the member may be constructed of any suitable material
convenience as being separate components. FIG. 4D is a
and may have any suitable configuration without departing 55 perspective view of an embodiment wherein the bladder and
substantially from the present invention. Thus, the member
the skeleton are formed as a single bladder-skeleton unit
418 may be a composite material, a rigid material, or even
440. Bladder-skeleton unit 440 is illustrated for convenience
a semi-rigid material. In one embodiment, member 418 and
as employing a single pipe 310 configured to transfer fluid
skeleton structure portion 420 are fabricated as a single unit,
into or out of its respective bladder, as described above in the
or fabricated together as a portion of a complex skeleton 60 embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3. Another bladder-skeleton
structure.
unit 440 embodiment transfers fluids into or from using the
bladder-skeleton unit 440 as described in FIG. 2.
Another aspect of the simplified bladder 402 and skeleton
structure portion 404 is that for convenience, the simplified
Bladder-skeleton unit 440 has eight sides; a top side 442,
bladder 402 and skeleton structure portion 404 were illusa bottom side 444 (hidden from view), an upper right-hand
trated as having a cylindrical shape. It is understood that the 65 side 446, a lower right-hand side 448 (hidden from view), an
upper left-hand side 450, a lower right-hand side 452
simplified bladder 402 and skeleton structure portion 404
may have any suitable shape. For example, the simplified
(hidden from view), a front side 454 and a back side 456
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(hidden from view). The front side 454 and the back side 456
suitable form, such as, but not limited to, bars, rods, plates,
curvilinear surfaces, or even object surfaces. Furthermore, it
are flexible, but are restrained to moving (stretching) in
is understood that the skeleton unit 478 may be a portion of
directions normal to the other sides 442, 444, 446, 448, 450
and 452. (That is, the front side 454 and the back side 456
a larger integrated skeleton structure used in a digital clay
do not bulge substantially inward or outward when fluid is 5 device.
added to or removed from the bladder-skeleton unit 440.)
FIG. 4F illustrates an embodiment employing a plurality
In this embodiment, sides 442, 444, 446, 448, 450 and 452
of bladder units 430 (see also FIG. 4C) to control a linear
skeleton structure 490. Linear skeleton structure 490 is
are rigid, or relatively rigid. Adjacent sides are coupled
together as shown with a hinging device 460. Thus, a hinge
comprised of a plurality of members 492. Each member 492
458 couples the upper right-hand side 446 to the lower 10 is coupled together as shown at point 494. Point 494 is a
flexible connector, such as a pin or flexible portion of a
right-hand side 448. Similarly, a hinge 460 couples the upper
left-hand side 450 and the lower left-hand side 452, a hinge
continuous structure, as described in greater detail herein.
462 couples the top side 442 with the upper right-hand side
As described above, optional members 418 couple the top
446, and a hinge 464 couples the top side 442 with the upper
of the bladder unit 430 to a point 494. As fluid is added to
left-hand side 450. It is understood that two similar hinges 15 the bladders of bladder unit 430, an upward force is exerted
couple the bottom side 444 to the lower right-hand side 448
onto its respective point 494 such that the position of the
and to the lower right-hand side 452. Accordingly, as fluid
respective coupled members 492 is moved upward, as
is added to or removed from the bladder-skeleton unit 440,
indicated by the direction arrow 496. Similarly, as fluid is
the top side 442 and/or the bottom side 444 move in an
removed from the bladders of bladder unit 430, a downward
upwards or downwards direction, as indicated by the direc- 20 force is exerted onto its respective point 494 such that the
tion arrow 468. Depending upon the particular digital clay
position of the respective coupled members 492 is moved
device 100 in which the bladder-skeleton unit 440 is used,
downward, as indicated by the direction arrow 496. Also, if
the top side 442 or the bottom side 444 may be fixed to a
an external downward force is applied to any member 492,
rigid structure, thereby limiting movement to the opposing
the linear skeleton structure 490 and positions of the indiside.
25 vidual members 492 are moved such that a corresponding
For example, as fluid is added into the bladder-skeleton
force is generated on the respective bladder unit 430. The
force on the bladder unit 430 causes fluid to be expelled, as
unit 440, the top side 442 is forced to move in an upwards
direction (particularly if the bottom side is in a fixed
described above, such that the new positions of the members
position). Thus, the angle 470 (formed by the joining of the
492 are determinable.
upper right-hand side 446 to the lower right-hand side 448) 30
Therefore, it is understood that the shape of the linear
and the angle 472 (formed by the joining of the upper
skeleton structure 490, and the position of any individual
left-hand side 450 to the lower left-hand side 452) increase.
member 492, is controllable by the bladder units 430 accordConcurrently, the angles 474 (formed by the joining of the
ing to the present invention. Furthermore, deformations in
other sides as shown) decrease.
the shape of the linear skeleton structure 490, or changes in
35
Similarly, as fluid is removed from the bladder-skeleton
the position of any individual member 492, caused by an
external force is determinable by the present invention.
unit 440, the top side 442 is forced to move in a downwards
direction (particularly if the bottom side is in a fixed
When a plurality of linear skeleton structures 490 are
position). Thus, the angle 470 and the angle 472 decrease.
aligned side-by-side to from an array, a surface is defined.
Concurrently, the angles 474 increase.
The surface may be part of a table top embodiment similar
40
to the embodiment illustrated in FIG. lA, or may be part of
During fabrication, as described in greater detail below, a
the surface of a volume of digital clay. Furthermore, the top
plurality of bladder-skeleton units 440 may be fabricated
together. In such an embodiment, resulting in a honey
of the plurality of linear skeleton structures 490 may be
comb-like skeleton matrix, a large cell matrix is formed.
covered with a flexible digital clay surface 108 (FIG. lA).
Thus, such an embodiment employing a plurality of bladder- 45
Additionally, as described above, it is understood that
skeleton units 440 can be fabricated to form any desired
each one of the bladder units 430 is associated with its own
shape, form or size. Also, bladder-skeleton units may be
skeleton (not shown) such that when fluid is added or
formed having any suitable number of sides and/or curviremoved from individual bladders, forces and movement are
linear surfaces.
generated along the direction shown by the direction arrow
FIG. 4E illustrates an embodiment employing a bladder 50 496. Furthermore, the skeletons associated with each of the
bladder units 430 and the linear skeleton structure 490 may
unit 476 and a skeleton unit 478. Bladder unit has at least
one bladder (as indicated by the pipe 310). A bladder unit
be formed into a single unitary skeleton structure when the
476 may have a plurality of bladders and be constructed in
digital clay device is fabricated.
accordance with any of the embodiments described herein.
FIG. 4G illustrates an embodiment employing a plurality
Skeleton unit 478 has a first member 480 and a second 55 of bladder units 430 (see also FIG. 4C) to control a skeleton
structure portion 497. Skeleton structure portion 497 is
member 482, forming an angle 484 therebetweeen. A hinge
486 allows the two members 480 and 482 to move, thereby
comprised of a plurality of points 498 and optional members
499. Points 498 are comprised of a flexible connector
changing the angle 484. It is understood that the bladder unit
476 controls the position of the members 480 and 482. Thus,
providing for multiple degrees of freedom of movement,
when the bladder unit 480 is extended when fluid is added 60 such as a pin or flexible portion of a continuos structure, as
into the bladder, as shown by the direction arrow 488, angle
described in greater detail herein.
484 increases. Similarly, when fluid is removed from the
For convenience, the skeleton structure portion 497 is
bladder unit 476 such that the bladder retracts, angle 484
illustrated as a rectangular structure having eight points 498.
decreases.
However, it is understood that the skeleton structure may
Skeleton unit 478 is a simplified, non-limiting example of 65 have any number of points 498, thereby creating a skeleton
structure portion 497 of any desirable size or shape. Also, for
a component that provides for angular control of two members 480 and 482. Members 480 and 482 may have any
convenience, points 498 are illustrated as cubic structures.
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The points 498 may be formed in any suitable shape or
etries may be used to form the skeleton structure (or portions
thereof). One embodiment employs a variable geometry
configuration. Furthermore, the bladder units are illustrated
truss (VGT). A VGT is a truss structure that actively deforms
for convenience as being coupled to the cube shaped points
by changing the lengths of selected links. Accordingly, a
498 in a direction normal to the faces of the cube shaped
points 498. It is understood that bladder units 430 may be 5 skeleton structure employing VGT portions provides for
folding structure portions that are easily deformed. For
connected across diagonals of the skeleton structure portion
example, but not limited to, a VGT comprised of stacked
497, or even between non-adjacent points 498 (when a larger
octahedral
truss structures can be completely folded away by
matrix of points 498 comprise the skeleton structure portion
actuating the length of selected lateral members by a small
497). Accordingly, the selection of the points 498 with a
amount. Such a VGT structure employed in a digital clay
bladder unit 430 is a preference made at the time of design 10
device is advantageous since a small bladder movement
and/or fabrication of the skeleton structure portion 497.
results in a very large change of digital clay volume, thus
In one embodiment, the outside surface of skeleton strucallowing the digital clay device to undergo very large
ture portion 497, or portions thereof, is covered with a digital
deformations.
clay surface 108 (FIG. lA). As noted above, the elasticity
FIGS. 5 and 6 are flow charts 500 and 600, respectively,
and texture of the digital clay surface 108 can be selected to 15 illustrating processes used by an embodiment of the digital
suit a particular embodiment.
clay device to adjust the position of a skeleton structure
portion. The flow charts 500 and 600 show the architecture,
As illustrated in FIG. 4G, a point 498 is coupled to one or
functionality, and operation of a possible implementation of
more bladder units 430. Thus, it is understood that the
the software for implementing the digital clay logic 252
position of any point is controllable and/or determinable by
20
(FIGS.
2 and 3). In this regard, each block may represent a
embodiments of the present invention. As described above,
module, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one
optional members 499 couple the ends of the bladder units
or more executable instructions for implementing the speci430 to a point 498. As fluid is added to the bladders of
fied logical function(s). It should also be noted that in some
bladder unit 430, a force is exerted onto its respective point
alternative implementations, the functions noted in the
498 such that the position of the respective point 498 is
25 blocks may occur out of the order noted in FIGS. 5 and/or
moved. Similarly, as fluid is removed from the bladders of
6, and/or may include additional functions, without departbladder unit 430, a force is exerted onto its respective point
ing significantly from the functionality of the present inven498 such that the position of the point 498 is moved.
tion. For example, two blocks shown in succession in FIGS.
Furthermore, if an external force is applied to any point 498,
5 and/or 6 may in fact be executed substantially
the skeleton structure portion 497 and positions of the points
concurrently, the blocks may sometimes be executed in the
498 are moved such that a corresponding force is generated 30 reverse order, or some of the blocks may not be executed in
on the respective bladder units 430. The force on the bladder
all instances, depending upon the functionality involved, as
units 430 causes fluid to be expelled, as described above,
will be further clarified hereinbelow. All such modifications
such that the new positions of the points 498 are determinand variations are intended to be included herein within the
able.
35 scope of this disclosure for the digital clay device and to be
The various embodiments of the skeleton structure(s)
protected by the accompanying claims.
described herein provide kinematic constraints to the motion
The flow chart 500 of FIG. 5 starts at block 502. At block
of the bladders and/or bladder units in the digital clay
504 a desired position of a skeleton structure portion residdevice. Measurement of the volume of fluid in each bladder,
ing in the digital clay device is determined. At block 506 a
along with a solution of the kinematics of the skeleton 40 volumetric change of a fluid residing in a bladder, the
structure, allows the unambiguous determination of the
determined volumetric change corresponding to the deterposition of the outermost surface of the digital clay device,
mined desired position of the skeleton structure portion, is
thereby leading externally to a predictable digital clay
determined. At block 508 a control signal corresponding to
surface shape.
the determined volumetric change is generated. At block 510
The skeleton structure, in one embodiment, is formed 45 the control signal is communicated to a MEMS valve such
from a scaffolding structure fabricated using stereolithorgthat the MEMS valve opens so that the fluid flows through
raphy (SLA). The skeleton structure is fabricated to support
the MEMS valve thereby causing the determined volumetric
active and passive motion in a very large number of degrees
change of the fluid residing in the bladder. At block 512 the
of freedom. Thus, the skeleton structure is a 3-D deformable
position of the skeleton structure portion is adjusted correstructure. A SLA scaffolding structure employs a process of 50 sponding to the desired position of the skeleton structure
building the 3-D skeleton structure by selectively curing
portion, the position adjustment caused by a force generated
photopolymer with an ultraviolet (UV) laser. Accordingly, a
by the bladder on the skeleton structure portion when the
skeleton structure fabricated using SLA technologies
volume of the bladder changes in response to the determined
includes the capability to build portions of the skeleton using
volumetric change of the fluid residing in the bladder. The
any desired arbitrary shape. Intricate interior structures 55 process ends at block 514.
wherein bladders, pipes and skeleton portions may be fabThe flow chart 600 of FIG. 6 starts at block 602. At block
ricated as a unit. Also, a skeleton structure fabricated using
604 flow of the fluid through the MEMS valve is sensed. At
SLA technologies implements compliant (flexible) joints
block 606 a measured volumetric change in the fluid from
(hinges) by varying the thickness of interior connections in
the sensed flow is determined. At block 608 the measured
the skeleton structure. Furthermore, a skeleton structure 60 volumetric change and the determined volumetric change
fabricated using SLA technologies provides for the insertion
are compared. At block 610 a second control signal is
of sensors during the skeleton structure fabrication process
generated when the measured volumetric change substanin another embodiment.
tially equals the determined volumetric change. At block
612 the second control signal is communicated to the
As described herein, the skeleton structure may be configured using any suitable geometry. Simplified, non- 65 MEMS valve such that the MEMS valve closes so that the
fluid flow through the MEMS valve stops. The process ends
limiting illustrative geometries have been described above in
at block 614.
FIGS. 4A-G, and elsewhere herein. Very complex geom-
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The flow charts 500 and 600 describe processes for
embodiment(s) of the invention without departing substancontrolling flow into or out of one bladder. It is understood
tially from the spirit and principles of the invention. All such
that the processes are equally applicable to a selected
modifications and variations are intended to be included
plurality of bladders. When flow of fluid into and out of a
herein within the scope of this disclosure and the present
plurality of selected bladders are controlled in a coordinated 5 invention and protected by the following claims.
manner by the present invention as described above, the
Therefore, having thus described the invention, at least
volume and shape of the digital clay device is controllable.
the following is claimed:
1. A method for controlling shape of a digital clay device,
FIG. 7 is a flow chart 700 illustrating processes used by
the method comprising the steps of:
an embodiment of the digital clay device to sense the
position of a skeleton structure portion. The flow chart 700 10
determining a desired position of a skeleton structure
shows the architecture, functionality, and operation of a
portion residing in the digital clay device;
possible implementation of the software for implementing
determining a volumetric change of a fluid residing in a
the digital clay logic 252 (FIGS. 2 and 3). In this regard,
bladder, the determined volumetric change correspondeach block may represent a module, segment, or portion of
ing to the determined desired position of the skeleton
code, which comprises one or more executable instructions 15
structure portion;
for implementing the specified logical function(s). It should
opening a micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS)
also be noted that in some alternative implementations, the
valve so that the fluid flows through the MEMS valve
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order
thereby causing the determined volumetric change of
noted in FIG. 7 and/or may include additional functions
the fluid residing in the bladder; and
without departing significantly from the functionality of the 20
adjusting
a position of the skeleton structure portion
present invention. For example, two blocks shown in succorresponding to the desired position of the skeleton
cession in FIG. 7 may in fact be executed substantially
structure portion, the position adjustment caused by a
concurrently, the blocks may sometimes be executed in the
force generated by the bladder on the skeleton structure
reverse order, or some of the blocks may not be executed in
portion when the volume of the bladder changes in
all instances, depending upon the functionality involved, as 25
response to the determined volumetric change of the
will be further clarified hereinbelow. All such modifications
fluid residing in the bladder.
and variations are intended to be included herein within the
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
scope of this disclosure for the digital clay device and to be
protected by the accompanying claims.
sensing flow of the fluid through the MEMS valve;
determining a measured volumetric change in the fluid
The flow chart 700 of FIG. 7 starts at block 702. At block 30
704 an initial position of a skeleton structure portion residfrom the sensed flow;
ing in the digital clay device is determined. The initial
comparing the measured volumetric change to the deterposition can be determined from a predefined position that
mined volumetric change; and
the skeleton structure portion has been preset prior to
closing
the MEMS valve so that the fluid flow through the
application of an external force. Or, the initial position can 35
MEMS valve stops when the measured volumetric
be determined from a prior state.
change substantially equals the determined volumetric
At block 706 a pressure change on a bladder, the pressure
change.
change corresponding to an external force applied to the
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of sensing flow
exterior portion of the digital clay device is sensed. At block 40 further comprises the step of sensing a pressure difference
708 a MEMS valve is opened in response to the sensed
across the MEMS valve, and wherein the step of determinpressure change such that fluid residing in the bladder exits
ing the measured volumetric change further comprises the
the bladder. At block 710 flow of the fluid through the
step of calculating a flow rate of the fluid through the MEMS
MEMS valve is sensed. At block 712 the MEMS valve is
valve based upon the sensed pressure difference.
closed when the sensed pressure is reduced to at least a 45
4. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
predefined value such that flow of the fluid through the
determining a plurality of volumetric changes of fluid
MEMS valve stops. The reduced pressure results from the
residing in a plurality of bladders such that the sum of
exit of fluid from the bladder. At block 714 a volumetric
the determined plurality of volumetric changes correchange in the fluid from the sensed flow after the MEMS
sponds to the determined desired position of the skelvalve is closed is determined. At block 716 a change in the 50
eton structure portion; and
position of the skeleton structure portion is determined
opening
a corresponding plurality of MEMS valves so
based upon determining a volumetric change. The process
that
fluid
flows through the MEMS valve thereby
ends at block 718.
causing the determined volumetric change of the fluid
The flow chart 700 describes a process for determining
residing in the corresponding bladders.
the change in position of a portion of a skeleton structure 55
5. The method of claim 4, further comprising the steps of:
based upon flow out of one bladder. It is understood that the
sensing flow of fluid through each one of the plurality of
process is equally applicable to determining the change in
MEMS valves;
position of a plurality of skeleton structure portions by
determining a plurality of measured volumetric changes
sensing flow out of a plurality of bladders. When flow of
in the fluid from the sensed flows;
fluid out of a plurality of bladders are sensed in a coordi- 60
nated manner by the present invention as described above,
comparing each one of the plurality of measured voluthe shape of the digital clay is determinable.
metric changes to a corresponding one of the determined volumetric changes; and
It should be emphasized that the above-described embodiments of the present invention are merely possible examples
closing the plurality of MEMS valves when the correof implementations, merely set forth for a clear understand- 65
sponding one of the measured volumetric changes
ing of the principles of the invention. Many variations and
substantially equals the corresponding determined
modifications may be made to the above-described
volumetric change.
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6. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
sensing flow of the fluid through each one of the corresponding MEMS valves;
opening a first MEMS valve so that the fluid flows
closing each one of the corresponding MEMS valves
through the first MEMS valve thereby causing fluid to
when the sensed pressure in each one of the correflow into the bladder when the determined volumetric
sponding bladders is reduced to at least a predefined
change increases an amount of fluid residing in the 5
value, the reduced pressure resulting from the exit of
bladder; and
fluid from the bladders;
opening a second MEMS valve so that the fluid flows
determining a volumetric change in the fluid from the
through the second MEMS valve thereby causing fluid
sensed flow in each one of the corresponding MEMS
to flow out of the bladder when the determined voluvalves after the MEMS valves are closed; and
metric change decreases the amount of fluid residing 10
determining a change in the position of the skeleton
the bladder.
structure portions based upon the determined volumet7. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
ric changes.
opening the MEMS valve to a first position so that the
12. A system which controls a surface of a digital clay
fluid flows through the MEMS valve thereby causing
device, comprising:
15
fluid to flow into the bladder when the determined
a processor system;
volumetric change increases an amount of fluid resida plurality of cells, each one of the plurality of cells
ing in the bladder; and
further comprising:
opening to the MEMS valve to a second position so that
at least one bladder, the bladder configured to hold a
the fluid flows through the MEMS valve thereby caus- 20
bladder fluid;
at lease one micro-electro mechanical systems
ing fluid to flow out of the bladder when the determined
volumetric change decreases the amount of fluid resid(MEMS) valve, the valve controlled by the processor
ing in the bladder.
system; and
8. A method for sensing shape of a digital clay device, the
at least one sensor coupled to the MEMS valve, the
method comprising the steps of:
sensor configured to sense flow of a fluid through the
25
MEMS valve such that a volumetric change in the
determining an initial position of a skeleton structure
bladder fluid is determinable by the processor sysportion residing in the digital clay device;
tem; and
sensing a pressure change in a bladder, the pressure
a covering having a plurality of surface portions, the
change corresponding to an external force applied to an
covering being flexible and forming the surface of the
exterior portion of the digital clay device;
30
digital clay device, each one of the surface portions
opening a micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS)
coupled to selected ones of the plurality of cells such
valve in response to the sensed pressure change such
that a position of each one of the plurality of surface
that fluid residing in the bladder exits the bladder;
portions is controllable and determinable, the position
sensing flow of the fluid through the MEMS valve;
of each one of the plurality of surface portions correclosing the MEMS valve when the sensed pressure is 35
sponding to an amount of bladder fluid in selected ones
reduced to at least a predefined value, the reduced
of the bladders.
pressure resulting from the exit of fluid from the
13. The system of claim 12, wherein each one of the cells
bladder, such that flow of the fluid through the MEMS
further comprises a skeleton structure portion configured to
valve stops;
40 kinematically constrain movement of the bladder in a predetermining a volumetric change in the fluid from the
determined direction.
sensed flow after the MEMS valve is closed; and
14. The system of claim 12, further comprising a skeleton
determining a change in the position of the skeleton
structure configured to kinematically constrain movement of
structure portion based upon the determined volumetric
each one of the bladders residing in the cells in a predeterchange.
45 mined direction.
9. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of
15. The system of claim 12, wherein each one of the cells
returning the skeleton structure portion to a predetermined
further comprises a backplate portion where the at least one
position such that the step of determining the initial position
MEMS valve and the at least one sensor reside.
of the skeleton structure portion is based upon the prede16. The system of claim 12, further comprising a
termined position.
50 backplate, wherein each one of the MEMS valves and the
10. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of
sensors reside.
retrieving information corresponding to a previous position
17. The system of claim 12, wherein at least one of the
of the skeleton structure portion such that the step of
cells comprises a single MEMS valve and a single sensor,
determining the initial position of the skeleton structure
the single MEMS valve configured to open in a first position
portion is based upon the previous position.
55 such that fluid flows into the bladder, and further configured
11. The method of claim 8, further comprising the steps
to open in a second position such that fluid flows out of the
of:
bladder.
18. The system of claim 12, wherein at least one of the
determining a plurality of initial positions for each one of
cells comprises:
a plurality of skeleton structure portions residing in the
a first MEMS valve configured to open in a first position
60
digital clay device;
such that fluid flows into the bladder;
sensing a pressure change in a plurality of bladders, the
a first sensor coupled to the first MEMS valve, the first
pressure change corresponding to the external force
applied to the exterior portion of the digital clay device;
sensor configured to sense flow of a fluid through the
first MEMS valve such that a volumetric increase in the
opening a plurality of MEMS valves in corresponding
bladder fluid is determinable by the processor system;
ones of the plurality of bladders in response to the 65
sensed pressure change such that fluid residing in the
the second MEMS valve configured to open in a second
bladders exits the bladders;
position such that fluid flows out of the bladder; and
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a second sensor coupled to the second MEMS valve, the
means for generating a plurality of control signals, each
second sensor configured to sense flow of a fluid
one of the plurality of control signals corresponding to
through the second MEMS valve such that a volumetric
one of the determined volumetric changes; and
decrease in the bladder fluid is determinable by the
means for communicating each one of the plurality of
5
processor system.
control signals to a corresponding plurality of MEMS
19. The system of claim 12, further comprising a high
valves such that each one of the MEMS valves opens
pressure reservoir, the high pressure reservoir having a
so that fluid flows through the MEMS valve thereby
pressure greater than a bladder pressure of the bladder such
causing the determined volumetric change of the fluid
that when a corresponding MEMS valve coupled between
residing in the corresponding bladders.
the bladder and the high pressure reservoir is opened, fluid 10
25. The system of claim 24, further comprising:
flows from the high pressure reservoir into the bladder.
means for sensing flow of fluid through each one of the
20. The system of claim 12, further comprising a low
plurality of MEMS valves;
pressure reservoir, the low pressure reservoir having a
means
for determining a plurality of measured volumetric
pressure less than a bladder pressure of the bladder such that
changes in the fluid from the sensed flows;
when a corresponding MEMS valve coupled between the 15
means for comparing each one of the plurality of meabladder and the low pressure reservoir is opened, fluid flows
sured volumetric changes to a corresponding one of the
from the bladder into the low pressure reservoir.
determined volumetric changes;
21. A system for sensing shape of a digital clay device,
comprising:
means for generating a plurality of second control signals,
each one of the plurality of second control signals
means for determining a desired position of a skeleton 20
corresponding to one of the measured volumetric
structure portion residing in the digital clay device;
changes,
and wherein each one of the corresponding
means for determining a volumetric change of a fluid
second control signals is generated when the correresiding in a bladder, the determined volumetric change
sponding one of the measured volumetric changes
corresponding to the determined desired position of the
25
substantially equals the corresponding determined
skeleton structure portion;
volumetric change; and
means for generating a control signal corresponding to the
means for communicating each one of the plurality of
determined volumetric change;
second control signals to a corresponding one of the
means for communicating the control signal to a microplurality of MEMS valves such that each one of the
electro mechanical systems (MEMS) valve such that 30
plurality of MEMS valves close.
the MEMS valve opens so that the fluid flows through
26. The system of claim 21, further comprising:
the MEMS valve thereby causing the determined volumeans for generating a first control signal corresponding
metric change of the fluid residing in the bladder; and
to the determined volumetric change when the determeans for adjusting a position of the skeleton structure
mined volumetric change increases an amount of fluid
portion corresponding to the desired position of the 35
residing in the bladder;
skeleton structure portion, the position adjustment
means
for communicating the first control signal to a first
caused by a force generated by the bladder on the
MEMS valve such that the first MEMS valve opens so
skeleton structure portion when the volume of the
that the fluid flows through the MEMS valve thereby
bladder changes in response to the determined volucausing fluid to flow into the bladder;
40
metric change of the fluid residing in the bladder.
means for generating a second control signal correspond22. The system of claim 21, further comprising:
ing to the determined volumetric change when the
means for sensing flow of the fluid through the MEMS
determined volumetric change decreases the amount of
valve;
fluid residing in the bladder; and
means for determining a measured volumetric change in
45
means for communicating the second control signal to a
the fluid from the sensed flow;
second MEMS valve such that the second MEMS valve
means for comparing the measured volumetric change to
opens so that the fluid flows through the MEMS valve
the determined volumetric change;
thereby causing fluid to flow out of the bladder.
means for generating a second control signal when the
27. A computer readable medium having a program for
measured volumetric change substantially equals the 50 sensing shape of a digital clay device, the program comdetermined volumetric change; and
prising logic configured to perform the steps of:
means for communicating the second control signal to the
determining a desired position of a skeleton structure
MEMS valve such that the MEMS valve closes so that
portion residing in the digital clay device;
the fluid flow through the MEMS valve stops.
determining a volumetric change of a fluid residing in a
23. The system of claim 22, wherein the means for 55
bladder, the determined volumetric change correspondsensing flow further comprises means for sensing a pressure
ing to the determined desired position of the skeleton
difference across the MEMS valve, and wherein the means
structure portion;
for determining the measured volumetric change further
generating a control signal corresponding to the detercomprises means for calculating a flow rate of the fluid
mined volumetric change;
through the MEMS valve based upon the sensed pressure 60
communicating the control signal to a micro-electro
difference.
mechanical systems (MEMS) valve such that the
24. The system of claim 21, further comprising:
MEMS valve opens so that the fluid flows through the
means for determining a plurality of volumetric changes
MEMS valve thereby causing the determined volumetof fluid residing in a plurality of bladders such that the
ric change of the fluid residing in the bladder; and
sum of the determined plurality of volumetric changes 65
corresponding to the determined desired position of the
adjusting a position of the skeleton structure portion
skeleton structure portion;
corresponding to the desired position of the skeleton
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structure portion, the position adjustment caused by a
determining an initial pos1t10n of a skeleton structure
force generated by the bladder on the skeleton structure
portion residing in the digital clay device;
portion when the volume of the bladder changes in
sensing a pressure change in a bladder, the pressure
response to the determined volumetric change of the
change corresponding to an external force applied to an
5
fluid residing in the bladder.
exterior portion of the digital clay device;
28. A system which senses shape of a digital clay device,
opening a micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS)
comprising:
valve in response to the sensed pressure change such
means for determining an initial position of a skeleton
structure portion residing in the digital clay device;
that fluid residing in the bladder exits the bladder;
means for sensing a pressure change in a bladder, the 10
sensing flow of the fluid through the MEMS valve;
pressure change corresponding to an external force
closing the MEMS valve when the sensed pressure is
applied to an exterior portion of the digital clay device;
reduced to at least a predefined value, the reduced
means for opening a micro-electro mechanical systems
pressure resulting from the exit of fluid from the
(MEMS) valve in response to the sensed pressure
bladder, such that flow of the fluid through the MEMS
change such that fluid residing in the bladder exits the 15
valve stops;
bladder;
determining a volumetric change in the fluid from the
means for sensing flow of the fluid through the MEMS
sensed flow after the MEMS valve is closed; and
valve;
determining a change in the position of the skeleton
means for closing the MEMS valve when the sensed
structure portion based upon the determined volumetric
pressure is reduced to at least a predefined value, the 20
change.
reduced pressure resulting from the exit of fluid from
the bladder, such that flow of the fluid through the
33. A method for controlling shape of a surface using a
MEMS valve stops;
digital clay device, the method comprising the steps of:
means for determining a volumetric change in the fluid
determining a desired position of at least one surface
from the sensed flow after the MEMS valve is closed; 25
portion;
and
determining a volumetric change of a fluid residing in a
means for determining a change in the position of the
bladder, the determined volumetric change correspondskeleton structure portion based upon the determined
ing to the determined desired position of the surface
volumetric change.
portion;
30
29. The system of claim 28, further comprising means for
opening a micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS)
returning the skeleton structure portion to a predetermined
valve so that the fluid flows through the MEMS valve
position such that the initial position of the skeleton structhereby causing the determined volumetric change of
ture portion is based upon the predetermined position.
the fluid residing in the bladder; and
30. The system of claim 28, further comprising means for
adjusting a position of the surface portion corresponding
retrieving information corresponding to a previous position 35
to the desired position of the surface portion, the
of the skeleton structure portion such that the initial position
position
adjustment caused by a force generated by the
of the skeleton structure portion is based upon the previous
bladder when the volume of the bladder changes in
position.
response to the determined volumetric change of the
31. The system of claim 28, further comprising:
fluid residing in the bladder.
means for determining a plurality of initial positions for 40
34. The method of claim 33, further comprising the steps
each one of a plurality of skeleton structure portions
of:
residing in the digital clay device;
sensing flow of the fluid through the MEMS valve;
means for sensing a pressure change in a plurality of
determining a measured volumetric change in the fluid
bladders, the pressure change corresponding to the
45
from the sensed flow; comparing the measured voluexternal force applied to the exterior portion of the
metric change to the determined volumetric change;
digital clay device;
and
means for opening a plurality of MEMS valves in corresponding ones of the plurality of bladders in response
closing the MEMS so that the fluid flow through the
to the sensed pressure change such that fluid residing in 50
MEMS valve stops.
the bladders exits the bladders;
35. The method of claim 34, wherein the step of sensing
flow further comprises the step of sensing a pressure differmeans for sensing flow of the fluid through each one of
ence across the MEMS valve, and wherein the step of
the corresponding MEMS valves;
determining the measured volumetric change further commeans for closing each one of the corresponding MEMS
valves when the sensed pressure in each one of the 55 prises the step of calculating a flow rate of the fluid through
the MEMS valve based upon the sensed pressure difference.
corresponding bladders is reduced to at least a pre36. The method of claim 33, further comprising the steps
defined value, the reduced pressure resulting from the
of:
exit of fluid from the bladders;
determining a plurality of volumetric changes of fluid
means for determining a volumetric change in the fluid
residing in a plurality of bladders such that the sum of
from the sensed flow in each one of the corresponding 60
the determined plurality of volumetric changes correMEMS valves after the MEMS valves are closed; and
sponds to the determined desired position of the surface
means for determining a change in the position of the
portion; and
skeleton structure portions based upon the determined
volumetric changes.
opening a corresponding plurality of MEMS valves so
32. A computer readable medium having a program for 65
that fluid flows through the MEMS valve thereby
sensing shape of a digital clay device, the program comcausing the determined volumetric change of the fluid
prising logic configured to perform the steps of:
residing in the corresponding bladders.
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37. The method of claim 36, further comprising the steps
of:
sensing flow of fluid through each one of the plurality of
MEMS valves;
determining a plurality of measured volumetric changes
in the fluid from the sensed flows;
comparing each one of the plurality of measured volumetric changes to a corresponding one of the determined volumetric changes; and
closing the corresponding ones of the plurality of MEMS
valves when the corresponding ones of the measured
volumetric changes substantially equals the corresponding determined volumetric change.
38. The method of claim 33, further comprising the steps
of:
opening the MEMS valve to a first position so that the
fluid flows into the bladder when the determined volumetric change increases an amount of fluid residing in
the bladder; and
opening the MEMS valve to a second position so that the
fluid flows out of the bladder when the determined
volumetric change decreases the amount of fluid residing in the bladder.
39. A method for sensing shape of a surface using a digital
clay device, the method comprising the steps of:
determining an initial position of a surface portion;
sensing a pressure change in a bladder, the pressure
change corresponding to an external force applied to
the surface portion;
opening a micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS)
valve in response to the sensed pressure change such
that fluid residing in the bladder exits the bladder;
sensing flow of the fluid through the MEMS valve;
closing the MEMS valve when the sensed pressure is
reduced to at least a predefined value, the reduced
pressure resulting from the exit of fluid from the
bladder, such that flow of the fluid through the MEMS
valve stops;

determining a volumetric change in the fluid from the
sensed flow after the MEMS valve is closed; and
determining a change in the position of the surface portion
based upon the determined volumetric change.
40. The method of claim 39, further comprising the step
of returning the surface portion to a predetermined position
such that the step of determining the initial position of the
surface portion is based upon the predetermined position.
41. The method of claim 39, further comprising the step
of retrieving information corresponding to a previous position of the surface portion such that the step of determining
the initial position of the surface portion is based upon the
previous position.
42. The method of claim 39, further comprising the steps
of:
determining a plurality of initial positions for each one of
a plurality of surface portions;
sensing a pressure change in a plurality of bladders, the
pressure change corresponding to the external force
applied to the surface portions;
opening a plurality of MEMS valves in corresponding
ones of the plurality of bladders in response to the
sensed pressure change such that fluid residing in the
bladders exits the bladders;
sensing flow of the fluid through each one of the corresponding MEMS valves;
closing each one of the corresponding MEMS valves
when the sensed pressure in each one of the corresponding bladders is reduced to at least a predefined
value, the reduced pressure resulting from the exit of
fluid from the bladders;
determining a volumetric change in the fluid from the
sensed flow in each one of the corresponding MEMS
valves after the MEMS valves are closed; and
determining a change in the position of the surface
portions based upon the determined volumetric
changes.
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